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OM Tech Service LLC - 

Where Technology Meets Business 

About Us

Delivering Next-Generation IT Solutions To Delight Smart Users 

Like You Since 2014

OM Tech is a Software Development Company with headquarters in 

the U.S. and India. We offer top-notch software products and services 

to our global clients through a team of 50+ highly skilled tech experts. 

When a business meets technology and its experts, the most 

innovative IT Solutions come out that you have ever imagined. We are 

experienced in both product development, which we have done and 

are doing with multiple of our own products, as well as in custom 

software development , throughout which we have recorded dozens 

of successful collaborations across different products, industries, 

countries, and customers.





In a nutshell, excellence is in our DNA and creativity is the air we 

breathe.

We create meaningful, high-quality, and performant software 

products that inspire. We want to inspire you, your customers, 

and ourselves every day.

Enterpise Product Development

Mobile Application Development

Web Application Development

Cloud Solution

UI/UX Design

QA And Testing



Track lottery and inventory instantly by registering your company and 

monitoring the activity. Scan lotteries right from one screen, selecting if 

you want to view “counting down” or “counting up” for calculating all 

tickets sold. After selecting your preference, the feed will be added to your 

screen so you can easily see how many tickets were sold the first day and 

so forth. 



In the summary bar, view how many items you have completed out of 

your total lottery, as well as monitor the cost of these products. Once 

done, view a daily report that covers daily ticket sale amount – easily print 

the report and track shrinkage if any.
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Visit site retail.omtechservice.com to start tracking 

lottery and inventory. To register your company in 

system click “Create account” you will be directed 

to following screen.

Log In



Registration requires an email address and a few 

more information about the business. 



Upon completing the registration process the user 

will be navigated back to log in the screen. 



Enter your login information to start using 

application.

Registration



When user login to system first time, they will not 

see any items listed on their lottery screen. 



They can add entries in the system by start 

scanning their instant lotteries.

Lottery Tracking



If scanned game does not exist in system user will 

be presented with this screen where user required 

to enter information about the game.



In most cases, this information will be managed by 

the system administrator and not required to enter 

any information.

Lottery Edit



When you scan given packet the first time the user will be 

presented to indicate in which direction this packet is open. 

i.e. counting down or up for calculating sold tickets. 



Select your direction of count. If the first ticket sold is the 

lowest number in packet select forward. If the first ticket sold 

is the last number in packet select reverse In this screen.

Display Type



After selecting your direction user will see this packet added 

to the list of items with an indication as up or down arrow 

which identifies the direction of count. 



Based on lottery setting the first scan will display how many 

tickets you sold the first day, and the next day onwards based 

on previous day system will count a number of tickets sold 

and the amount that contributed to cash.

Lottery List



how many items you have completed out of your total Slots is 

indicated in blue summery bar i.e. (If the business is tracking 

10 items and completed 4 items for the day bubble will 

display 4/10) and also indicates the current cost of these 

products. 



After completing all scan select Action -> Daily summery to 

enter daily machine sale information. 



Total amount from this screen will be populated on daily 

summery screen.

Summery Screen



In this screen enter your daily machine report. Daily instance 

ticket sale amount is populated from the previous screen. 

Only machine sale and instance paid out information is 

required to enter in this screen. 



Once all entry complete click “Report” which will generate a 

report listing all instance lotter sold today with the exact cash 

required into the drawer.

Daily Summery



To generate next day report just go back to lottery reporting screen which is prepopulated with pervious day’s 

data as start number just scan today’s ticket which will be indicated as green bar for each line and also count 

inside white bauble in blue bar which Is visual indication to identify how many tickets has been scanned out of 

total to scan. This bar also indicates how much instance ticket sale has happened today

Report
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